of the American thinker, one which at first seems peripheral but which actually (as we shall see) goes to the heart of his philosophy: "it is the belief men betray, and not that which they parade which has to be studied." 1 This brief sentence, which Panofksy took from his student Edgar Wind, will help reveal the broader story of an early, thus far neglected, yet at the same time momentous line of reception of Peirce's philosophy. 4 Although my focus in the rest of this article will be on the art-historical tradition, however, it is important to add here that this line of reception did not stop with Panofsky. Albeit not altogether explicitly, it also played a crucial role in the genesis of Pierre Bourdieu's sociology.
5
To clarify this, let me say in advance that I shall locate much of the common terrain between Peirce and Panofsky in the notions of habit and habitus: two distinguishable yet tightly interwoven concepts, which since their Greek origin have occupied a central position in Western philosophy. Originally the scholastic translation of Aristotle's hexis and echein, the Latin term habitus has traditionally designated the philosophically stronger (and ontologically more committing) notion of the two: the system of abiding dispositions which define human nature in a broad sense. At the beginning of the twentieth century, founding thinkers of the social sciences such as Durkheim, Weber and above all Mauss still heavily relied on this strong, by and large Aristotelian idea of habit; but the naturalization of the concept put forth by behaviorism increasingly caused sociologists and anthropologists to do away with the term. 2 As of the late 1960s, it was Bourdieu who most strongly opposed this tendency, famously making of habitus the lynchpin of his methodology. Yet scholars do not always realize how important Panofsky was for Bourdieu's rediscovery of the scholastic term. 6 Devoting much of his early work to the sociology of art and education (as well as to the cultural meaning of architecture), 3 Bourdieu came to recognize in Panofsky an important ally in his methodological approach. In 1967 he translated Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism, and accompanied the text with a postface that reflects on habitus as the decisive tool for circumventing the shortcomings of both structuralism and positivism. Not only habitus, but also Panofsky's more general problem of iconological meaning appeared to Bourdieu to point towards that unwitting dimension of agency which, mainly formed through education, connects individuals to the broader social context in which they are embedded. 4 At the same time, Edgar Wind's 1936 article on "Some Points of Contact between History and Natural Science," which is precisely the text that contains Peirce's quotation, helped him to better underline the methodological assumptions of Panofsky's model; he thus included a long excerpt from it in the 1968 handbook on sociological method. 5 And although this fact seems to have gone totally unnoticed, in both the 1966 paper on "Intellectual Field and Creative Project" (in which the notion of habitus already appears) and the introduction to the book on photography Bourdieu literally quoted Peirce: To relate the works produced by an age to the educational practices of the time is […] to provide oneself with one means of explaining not only what they say but also what they betray in so far as they participate in the symbolic aspects of an age or society.
change of opinion; 8 but I am also tempted to recognize in it the traces of a dialogue with Émile Benveniste. In an essay from 1969 which also dismissively touches upon Peirce, the French linguist had suggested that Panofksy's book on Gothic architecture be construed as relying on a semiotic basis, thus backing a Saussurian reading of iconology (also advocated, in the same years, by Giulio C. Argan) which inevitably downplays the role of habit, and reduces the significance of a comparison with Peirce to a vaguely similar semiotic interest. 9 Yet if, by contrast, the notion of habit is given proper weight -as I shall attempt to do in what follows -this similar interest will not only appear less casual; but the thread that holds together Peirce's pragmatism, Panofsky's iconology and Bourdieuian sociology will also gain significance. All the more so as Peirce's treatment of habit is also the origin of that pragmatist theory of action which subsequently proved capable of influencing American social thought; and Panofsky's iconological take on the same concept reveals debts and overlaps with the classics of sociology which go far beyond Bourdieu. (As we shall see, the dialogue with Karl Mannheim is particularly important in this respect.) 10 For all these reasons, the following pages, while dwelling on the apparently remote subject of Gothic churches, should also be read as a chapter in the history of the exchanges between Pragmatism and Social Theory.
11

8
I shall begin with a few prefatory observations on the parallel between architecture and philosophy. Although cursory, they intend to suggest that, once historically contextualized, the seemingly casual textual correspondence between Peirce and Panofsky can reveal significant aspects of their works. At the same time, these observations will serve as a touchstone for bringing to light similarities, shared premises and common sources between the two thinkers. I shall then proceed by presenting Peirce's and Panofsky's arguments. My strategy is to locate these arguments within the broader web of the two authors' lifelong concerns, thus letting the similar purport of their contentions come to the fore. In doing so, I also aim to give proper weight to some of Peirce's observations on art, which, however sparse and clumsy they may be, deserve a more serious consideration than they have been accorded so far. Finally, I shall dwell at length upon the philosophy of Edgar Wind, as the crucial link between the two authors; and attempt to draw some theoretical conclusions.
analogy proved much stabler than the rationales alternatively proposed to account for it; the very problem of finding a way to connect the two phenomena became the pars pro toto for a much more abstract question.
11 Why did this happen? The almost perfect chronological overlapping of the two terms of the analogy is hardly a sufficient explanation. Paul Frankl has suggested that the very history of the word "Gothic," which from a strictly architectural meaning came to denote a broader range of cultural phenomena, has gradually led to the problem Panofksy addressed.
14 Still more important, however, is the phenomenon of nineteenth-century "historicist" architecture, both in its revivalist and eclecticist version, which caused architects to pose the question of their social and historical embeddedness more emphatically than other artists or scholars. Within this framework, the protagonists of the Gothic Revival (a movement that stretched well beyond architecture) in turn typically colored their rediscovery of the Middle Ages with traditionalist, Romantic if not conservative assumptions, championing the weight of tradition and collective historical forces as opposed to meta-historical laws. Now, as we shall see (though the matter deserves to be explored much more deeply) these assumptions permeate Peirce's keen interest in the in the Middle Ages as well; so that when cast into this context, his reflections on the Gothic may offer an unexpected occasion to shed new light on his broader philosophical temperament.
12 A few considerations are also in order with regard to philosophy's age-old attraction to architecture. Once again it is Kant who first comes to mind, and his notion of architectonics, which Peirce heavily relied upon in his own reflections on the nature of philosophy. Albeit not so masterfully as Wittgenstein, Peirce even practiced architecture. Since the very years in which he worked on his Architecture of Theories, he directed the renovations of his own country house, "Arisbe," which he had also planned to turn into a center of philosophical inquiry -the incarnation, as it were, of that "philosophical edifice" that he was at pains to erect in his writings.
15
And yet this thread, too, ends up leading us to Scholasticism: much prior to Kant and Peirce the parallel between architecture and philosophy had been proposed by Thomas Aquinas. At about the same time in which, in France, the figure of the (Gothic) architect began to be invested with a new dignity, Thomas was able to recover the Aristotelian sense of the term and to label philosophical activities "architectonicae" for their capacity to confer order on things and govern secondary sciences.
16
III. Peirce's Review of Berkeley 13 In the October 1871 issue of the North American Review, Peirce published a lengthy essay on Alexander Fraser's new edition of George Berkeley's works. Despite its apparently occasional nature, this is a seminal and in some ways unsurpassed text within Peirce's oeuvre, both for its conceptual depth and for the breadth of knowledge and interests it masters and brings into play. Peirce took the review as the occasion for a much wider reflection on the fundamental question that preoccupied him at that time: the quarrel between nominalism and realism. Focusing exclusively on the British tradition, he traced the history of this dispute from its scholastic origins (which he had thoroughly studied during the late 1860s) up to nineteenth-century positivism, with a remarkably keen eye for the evolution of ideas in time and their documentable transfers from one author to another.
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14 Alongside this historical reconstruction, Peirce offered a rather heterodox construal of the philosophical gist of the controversy.
17
In his version, the disagreement between the two doctrines really amounts to a different conception of reality. Nominalism conceives it as what is external to the mind and is not created by it: the "fountain of the current of human thought," independent from and directly influencing it precisely because of its being outside of the mind. The realist, on the contrary, sees the real as "the unmoving form" which will be reached in an indefinitely distant future by means of converging trajectories gradually doing away with the partialities of individual viewpoints. Far from being external to the mind, reality is hence independent "not […] of thought in general, but of all that is arbitrary and individual in thought," and presupposes the idea of a community of inquirers gradually approaching consensual truth: "there is a general drift in the history of human thought which will lead it to one general agreement, one catholic consent." 18 15 As is easy to perceive in this last sentence, Peirce read the logical "technicalities" of the controversy as ultimately bearing on a much more general (or ideological) bundle of issues: something every man, "if he is not less than man," will have to confront. As he saw them, the morally "debasing," materialist and individualist drives that dominate modern science are of a piece with the nominalist outlook. Realism, on the contrary, is only upheld by "the most conservative minds" 19 among which he clearly counted himself.
16 In order to render more plausible the realist view of reality as not separated from the mind, Peirce resorted to Duns Scotus' distinction between "two ways in which a thing may be in the mind, -habitualiter and actualiterî" (which is in turn dependent on Aristotle's discussion of first and second actuality with regards to sensation).
20
While the universal does not need to be conceived actualiter in order to be real, it does have to be in the mind habitualiter; that is, such that it "can directly produce a conception […] by virtue of mental association" and "independent[ly] of consciousness."
21
These words reveal better than many others the extraordinary fecundity of Peirce's notion of habit, and its ability to serve as the virtual meeting point of the different threads of his philosophy. Its more properly metaphysical purport, here only adumbrated, will be apparent in the later theory of categories, in which the process of habit-forming is tantamount to the category of concepts and signs (thirdness), as opposed to the realms of sheer actuality or "brute action" (secondness) and pure possibility (firstness). But the notion also plays an especially crucial role in the formulation of Peirce's pragmatism (according to which a belief is only definable in terms of habits of action), as well as in his reflections on the mind, perception and the self. From our perspective, it is particularly noteworthy that Peirce came back to Scotus' habitualiter-actualiter distinction precisely in the 1905 article that also contains the distinction between "parading" and "betraying," using it in his attempt to better articulate his view of the unconscious as not qualitatively opposed to consciousness but rather continuously shading into it.
22
17 The role that Berkeley plays in this scenario is a complex one. His conception of reality, Peirce argues, is akin to the realist one only at the surface: at bottom, the rift he established between mind and matter in fact makes him a nominalist and a Platonist at once.
23
At the same time, his theory of perception and knowledge is of outstanding importance for modern thought. This is a trait Peirce would return to more emphatically thirty years later, in another review of the second edition of Fraser's work. There we read that "Berkeley is, in truth, far more entitled to be considered the father of all modern philosophy than is Kant"; and "it was he, more than any other single philosopher" who should be regarded as the father of pragmatism. Peirce was referring to the New Theory of Vision (1709), followed by the Theory of Vision Vindicated. In these works Berkeley put forward his ideas about the inferential nature of vision and its dependency on touch or proprioception which have represented the paramount source, from Helmholtz to Gombrich, of all subsequent reflections on perception as unconscious inference.
26
Although the matter is much more complex and controversial with regards to his later period, 27 Peirce's early theory of perception may be easily inscribed into this tradition. His writings from the late 1860s make clear that he saw in Berkeley's work not only a milestone in the history of associative psychology, but a fundamental benchmark for his reflections on the inferential and habitual character of perception and the non-existence of intuitive cognitions which eventually led to the celebrated "anti-Cartesian" essays of 1868-69. Albeit cursorily, Peirce put forth four different rationales for this analogy. The first shared feature between the two phenomena is a "heroic" religious faith and a "complete absence of self-conceit on the part of the artist or philosopher." Both kinds of works were catholic, that is, they were not meant to "embody" the author's ideas as "the universal truth." This also entails a scrupulousness that would be unthinkable in other contexts: the Schoolmen's ruminations on the most abstract theological questions no longer appear gratuitous if one takes seriously their unswerving trust in biblical revelation. The second shared trait is "a detestation of antithesis or the studied balancing of one thing against another […] -a hatred of posing which is as much a moral trait as the others." The third is the "increasing sense of immensity" emanating from both. Finally, Gothic architecture and scholasticism are similar in the way they eventually faded, losing touch around the same time with their religious impulse, and sinking "first into extreme formalism and fancifulness, and then into the merited contempt of all men." 22 What sources was Peirce drawing upon when penning these lines? What knowledge of Gothic architecture did he rely on? An attempt to answer these questions seriously must begin from the fact that at the moment he was writing his review of Berkeley, Peirce had just come back from the first of the five European journeys he made during his life.
32
Sailing from New England on June 1870, he spent almost nine months in Europe, on a tour that brought him to a large number of northern and Mediterranean countries. The main goal of the journey was to make preparations for the observation of a solar eclipse; but Peirce also took advantage of his travels to cultivate scientific relationships, as well as to visit libraries, purchase books and photographs, and get acquainted with European art.
The papers conserved at Harvard contain some private letters and diaries which, ignored by scholarly editions, offer a glimpse into Peirce's interest in the art and architecture of the countries he visited.
33
23 In particular, the image of Peirce that emerges from these documents is -to borrow the words he himself would use five years later, during his second trip to Europe -that of an "enthusiastic admirer of the Gothic."
34
Both the letters and the private notes contain numerous records of his visit to Gothic churches in England, Italy, Spain, Switzerland and France (with the important exception of Île-de-France, where he did not go because of the war), which reveal, in addition to admiration, a familiarity with technical vocabulary as well as a distinct curiosity for the art-historical debate. Whewell is known to have been a decisive intellectual model for Peirce; and indeed the affinities between the two are significant. To begin with, both were great polymaths. But it was primarily the quarrel with John Stuart Mill on the logic of inductive sciences that sparked Peirce's deepest admiration. Against the nominalism of the latter, Peirce saw in Whewell the incarnation of the realist scientist, capable of reconciling the demands of scientific inquiry with philosophical soundness. A clear statement to this effect can be found precisely in that final page of the Berkeley review in which Peirce attacked the rampant nominalism of modern times: "science as it exists is certainly much less nominalistic than the nominalists think it should be. Whewell represents it quite as well as Mill." 39 25 As becomes evident in his renowned History of the Inductive Sciences, a seminal hallmark of Whewell's philosophy of science is its inherently historical character. This trait deeply attracted Peirce, as is testified by the words he devotes to it as early as the 1865 and 1869 lectures series on the philosophy of science and British logicians. Indeed, it can be affirmed that both Peirce's lifelong interest in history and his overall methodology decisively depend on his encounter with the man whom he dubbed 'the most profound" among modern philosophers of science.
40
26 Appealing to the famous Kantian adage on the relation of concepts and intuitions, Whewell put at the center of his reflections the thesis that "all facts involve ideas unconsciously; and thus the distinction of facts and theories is not tenable."
41
This entails a denial of pure observation, or of any "colligation of facts" that is not determined by previous ideas. Paraphrased by Peirce: "observation as distinct from mere gazing consists in perception in the light of a question."
42
Whewell's engagement with a "philosophical" history of science is also derived from this focal point. As Peirce puts it, historical colligation of facts has the pretension, in Whewell's writings, not to content itself with extrinsically giving "a color of verisimilitude" to a theory already deduced; rather, it aims at representing the very gate through which philosophical ideas should be inductively formed and examined. 43 27 The notion of history of science which emerges from the History of Inductive Sciences is a very broad one. Digressions on the history of philosophy, art and society are plentiful. It is not difficult to relate this quest for parallels between cultural phenomena to Whewell's broader philosophical stance. If the uncontaminated eye is a myth, art is more liable to embody ideas of the same kind as those examined by philosophers or scientists. If ideas are not brought about a priori, but through a continuous interaction with the external world, then the latter will be more easily regarded as intellectually pregnant. This is important for us, since Whewell's chapters on the Middle Ages are full of hints at correlations between architecture on the one hand and science, philosophy, or more general intellectual traits of the epoch, on the other.
44
Whewell does not propose a straightforward analogy between Gothic architecture and scholastic philosophy; but he gives enough hints in that direction that we can imagine Peirce having these pages in mind, too, when giving shape to his ideas.
28 A number of writings of the 1890s confirm the influence of Whewell in both Peirce's conception of historical knowledge and the important role therein played by Gothic architecture. In the renowned Evolutionary Love of 1892 (which closes the series opened by The Architecture of Theories), Peirce definitively systematized his evolutionary conception of rationality. And once again Gothic architecture appears: this time as a the starting point for a reflection on the problem of the "spirit of the age," and the related fact that ideas occur "simultaneously and independently to a number of individuals of no extraordinary general powers."
45
Then the Lowell Lectures series on the history of science Peirce held the same year (and which I regard as a sort of empirical counterpart to the work on evolutionary love) opens with an apology of "the method of Whewell" in historical research, of whom Peirce presented himself as a disciple.
46
In these texts a number of scattered reflections can also be found on the mutual relations among artistic, scientific and philosophical manifestations of the same epoch, which clearly depend on Whewell.
29 In a slightly later text on the history of ideas, Peirce returned to the revolution of thought of 1200, and once again related (albeit more subtly than in 1871) its two major outcomes: scholastic philosophy and Gothic architecture. Regarding the latter, he tackled the vexed topic of its origins, dismissing as "ridiculous" the hypothesis that it has come from the Arabs. "No" -he wrote, -"Whewell was right.
[Gothic] was simply forced upon the architects by their desire to open large spaces, and […] to use compartments that were oblong not square." He then went on to describe the architects' "train of thought" with words that recall logical reasoning:
The men of that time were not content to go on building as they had always done; they wanted to do better. In order to do better they must have wider aisles. In order to accomplish this they must have oblong compartments. Here they had to think hard to solve a new problem […] . The result was the Gothic arch. But they did not stop with simply making a gothic arch. They carried it to its logical conclusion, a lofty roof. A lofty roof implied slender columns. Partially stirred by his interest and his high respect for medieval philosophy, Peirce resorted to this challenging, much-debated and far-reaching issue to come to grips with an aspect of his methodology that we can also discern in his notes on historical periods other than the Middle Ages.
V. Panofsky's Argument 31 The strong theoretical richness of the analogy is even more pronounced in the work of the other thinker I would like to consider here: Erwin Panofsky. Indeed, Panofsky's Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism should be seen as a late reflection on the central preoccupation of his intellectual life: the link between ideas and figurative artifacts, and more specifically, the question of the latter's "intrinsic meaning," or relation with the "underlying principles which reveal the basic attitude of a nation, a period, a class, a religious or philosophical persuasion."
49
At the same time, Panofksy touched upon some broader philosophical issues (the nature of perception and agency, the need to reconcile the conflicting demands of reason) which reveal his sympathy for the scholastic thinking with which he was dealing.
32 The book opens with a defense of the quest for analogies among different cultural phenomena of a single epoch. Risky as this enterprise necessarily is, it is nonetheless inescapable for the historian who wishes to give an intelligible shape to the flux of time.
The case of Gothic architecture and Scholasticism, however, is particularly favored, in that it rests upon a striking congruence in the "purely factual domain of time and place." Early Scholasticism and Early Gothic were born around the same years (the middle of the twelfth century) and in the same place: the area surrounding Paris. They matured and reached their "classical" period at about the same time. Finally they entered their decline together, in the age of Ockham, Eckhart and Giotto. 50 33 But the main thesis of the book is that "in the period from about 1130-40 to about 1270" the link between philosophy and architecture goes well beyond this geographical and chronological coincidence. What is more, this link is "more general than those individual (and very important) 'influences'which are inevitably exerted on painters, sculptors, or architects by erudite advisers." It is, in short, a causal relation, but one which "comes about by diffusion rather than by direct impact." The fulcrum of such a relation is what Panofsky called the mental habit that Scholasticism allegedly instilled into architects.
51
34 Revealing an interesting weaving between the method of inquiry and its object, Panofsky traced back this notion to Thomas' discussion of habitus as a "principle that regulates the act" ("importans ordinem ad actum").
52
More precisely, what philosophers and architects actually shared was a common modus operandi, which was dictated in turn by "the very raison d'être of Early and High Scholasticism": the need to reconcile the demands of reason and faith, thereby salvaging the unity of truth. Two main operative or methodological principles develop from this fundamental trait. The first is manifestatio. Reason's task of elucidating the articles of faith was generalized into an all-embracing rhetorical stance that aimed at "clarification for clarification's sake" and at making intellectual contents as perspicuous as possible at the level of their mode of expression. The second principle is concordantia, or the quest for the "acceptance and ultimate reconciliation of contradictory possibilities" which sprang from the tension between the wholehearted faith in the auctoritates and a sense of the contradictions into which they sometimes fell.
35 Both these rhetorical or methodological features had their correspondence in the domain of Gothic churches. As for concordantia, Panofsky tried to show that the different "solutions" to the "problems" gradually tackled by Gothic architects have the same dialectical and conciliatory progress of the Scholastic quaestiones: videtur quod -sed contra -respondeo dicendum.
36 But it is manifestatio that is especially interesting. Panofsky quoted a renowned assertion from Thomas Aquinas, and gave an interpretation of it as essentially in agreement with those Gestalt psychologists who described perception as always "intelligent" or interpretive.
53
Thomas wrote: "The senses delight in things duly proportioned as in something akin to them; for the sense, too, is a kind of reason as is every cognitive power" ("nam et sensus ratio quaedam est, et omnis virtus cognoscitiva").
54
In accordance with this tenet, Panofsky argued, the domain of visuality was treated as intellectually charged in the Scholastic period, and figurative artifacts (architecture above all) as bearers of a visual logic that made manifest in the realm of materiality the abstract principles embodied in it. This means, among other things, that the notions of functionalism or illusionism cannot be applied to Gothic architecture in any meaningful way.
VI. Habit and Iconological Method 37
The polemic against the notion of a "pure eye" is one of Panofsky's oldest motifs. It can already be found in his first theoretical paper, the 1915 criticism of Wölfflin, which attacked precisely the latter's idea of a clear-cut divide between a psychologically or epistemically neutral (individual) and a content-laden (super-individual) root of stylebetween Auge and Gesinnung. Panofsky denied the existence of a purely optical component of perception, as well as the related dichotomy between form and content. The succession of artistic styles depended on changes not only in the Anschauung der Welt, but in the Weltanschauung.
55
38 The implicit Kantian standpoint of this essay emerged with clarity in Panofsky's subsequent publications. In the renowned paper on the Kunstwollen, Panofsky took pains to construe Alois Riegl's notion in a non-psychological way -as the immanenter Sinn of works of art -with an explicit eye to Kant's transcendental philosophy.
56
But it is the writings around 1924 (the year during which he definitively confronted the work of Ernst Cassirer) 57 that mark a number of especially interesting developments. In a work directly related to the Kunstwollen paper -Über das Verhältnis der Kunstgeschichte zur Kunsttheoriewe find the first hint of a dialogue with his most gifted pupil, Edgar Wind, who in his doctoral dissertation had put forward a view of works of art as always characterized by the eternal polarity of Fülle and Form. In a similar vein, Panofksy attributed to the intrinsically polar character of works of art the methodological necessity of conceiving the latter as temporary solutions to problems that manifest themselves in antithetical form. (This view runs through Panofsky's whole oeuvre, up to his book on Gothic architecture).
58
39 The same essay is also important for us because of its reference to Karl Mannheim's sociology of knowledge. In the famous 1923 article on the interpretation of Weltanschauungen, Mannheim had resorted to Panofsky's work on Riegl in order to support his notion of Dokumentsinn: the unintentional stratum of meaning which hints at the worldview a particular cultural object presupposes -or, in case of human behavior, its general "Habitus."
59
In his subsequent work, Panofsky reciprocated the acknowledgment when he claimed that it is precisely the conception of cultural objects as solutions to antithetical problems that may legitimate the quest for parallelisms. 60 The discussion with Mannheim then continued in a contemporary review of a book on Giotto, which presented the occasion for a discussion of Weltanschauungen in the context of Medieval studies. Here we also find a first allusion to Thomas' "et sensus ratio quaedam est," construed in an anti-subjectivist and Aristotelian sense. 
41
The term "Habitus" is placed here at the very center of Panofsky's enterprise, and is noticeably expanded in its semantic scope -probably also with an eye to the intellectual evolution of Mannheim during the thirties. Later, in a letter from 1946, Panofsky wrote of the "mental habit of duplicity" pervading Mannerist architecture. 65 During the years that separate these two texts he gradually embarked on his more than ten-year research on Gothic architecture, which, as the private correspondence shows, was dotted with hesitations and loaded with large theoretical expectations. 66 Up to that point, the dialogue with Mannheim had focused on the "documentary" (and abductive, we may add) character of iconology, as is well attested by the classical statement of Panofskyian method, the Content, as opposed to subject matter, may be described in the words of Peirce as that which a work betrays but does not parade. It is the basic attitude of a nation, a period, a class, a religious or philosophical persuasion -all this unconsciously qualified by one personality, and condensed into one work. 68 43 Scholars have often diagnosed a neat discontinuity in Panofsky's oeuvre. After his American exile, he abandoned his mother tongue, dramatically changed his rhetorical style, and -so it is usually maintained -grew dissatisfied with the heavy philosophical tone that permeates his early work. I do not wish to deny the truths in this picture; yet the threads I have been following suggest a more nuanced story. Far from being the product of a philosophically disengaged mind, the book on Gothic architecture recapitulates a number of theoretical preoccupations that go back to the 1910s and presuppose the dialogue with the whole gamut of thinkers Panofsky confronted during his life. Granted, he by and large abandoned the Kantian standpoint of his early phase, to the advantage of a more pluralistic and empirical stance. Perhaps the later emphasis on habit might allow us to speak of a more Aristotelian, or even pragmatist solution to his lifelong concerns.
VII. A German Pragmatist: Edgar Wind 44
It is certainly possible to account in part for the consonances between Peirce and Panofsky which have so far emerged by referring to a common philosophical background (Kant and the Aristotelian tradition, first of all; but also post-Kantian aesthetics).
69
Nor would it be too difficult to point at mediating figures who pushed Panofsky's thought in directions similar to Peirce's. Let me again mention Karl Mannheim, and his late, extensive use of the notion of habit of thought. But Ernst Cassirer, too, though he did not read Peirce, bears affinities to the latter which are far from random.
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45 If, however, we are interested in grasping the details and the scope of Panofsky's actual acquaintance with Peirce, it is to Edgar Wind that we must turn.
46 A student of philosophy and art history, Wind arrived in Hamburg in 1920 in order to work under Panofsky.
71
He obtained his doctorate with a thesis on Äesthetischer und Kunstwissenschaftlicher Gegenstand which, as already mentioned, strongly impressed his mentor.
72
Driven by the economic crisis, he left Germany in 1924 for the United States, where he stayed until 1927, first in New York, then as a philosophy instructor at the University of North Carolina. He thus made the acquaintance of the American philosophical world, the influence of which on his thought was profound, as is clearly attested by his Experiment und Metaphysik, published in 1934 but presented as his Habilitationsschrift in Hamburg in 1929 and already substantially anticipated in a talk given at Harvard three years before. 73 Wind was among the very first German scholars to write extensively on the philosophy of Whitehead, and seriously to confront Peirce's writings. 74 Later in his life, he would go so far as to affirm that he had had only two "masters": Aby Warburg and Peirce himself. defense of Dewey's instrumentalism, Hook's text heavily relies on Peirce, as contrasted with the "nominalist" James. Uncommon among philosophical books of the period, it opens with a picture -William Blake's The Ancient of Days -as a way of introducing the main features of Hook's conception of the instrument (a notion whose prominence "is not an evasion of a metaphysics but a challenge to one"): 77 its semiotic status, the circular relation it maintains with the world to which it belongs. From this focal point Hook also derives a number of observations on the active character of perception and the philosophy of space and time which come very close to Wind's ideas. 78 48 Even more importantly, in 1924 Wind met the pragmatist philosopher Morris R. Cohen (whose student and colleague, Ernst Nagel, would positively review Wind's book ten years later).
79
Wind found Cohen "very pleasant and clever," as we can read in a 1931 letter to Panofsky, in which the latter -then in New York -is given a number of interesting contacts. 80 In 1916, Cohen had edited the first journal issue entirely dedicated to Peirce; and only one year prior to Wind's arrival in America, he had published the first collection of Peirce's writings, containing many of his most famous papers. 81 It is most likely through this path that Wind grew directly acquainted with Peirce's writings. These pages also exerted a strong influence on Panofsky, who constantly came back to them in his reflections on iconological method. 50 Wind's central contention 84 is that metaphysical questions -conceived on the model of Kantian antinomies, as questions that bear on the totality of the world -are in principle always decidable, for they necessarily entail consequences in the domain of experience which will prove verifiable in the long run. The act of measuring through which the scientist, in the experimental situation, interrogates reality, never concerns solely the single fact with which it primarily deals, but always tests a whole theory, together with its metaphysical presuppositions. Facts ought not to be conceived as unrelated or immediately given data; experimental results always have a metaphysical bearing. 51 The ultimate reason for this fact is to be found in the very nature of the measuring instrument, which, being itself part of the same world to which it attends, cannot but presuppose or embody the same regularities of nature which it is meant to test. This sort of circularity -"methodical" or hermeneutic rather than vicious -is proper not only to the scientific instrument, but also to the historical document, which is also part of the same world with which it deals. Natural sciences and Geisteswissenschaften are thus unified under the general principle of the "internal determination" (innere Grenzsetzung), or "organic" relation of part and whole.
52 Scientific instruments and historical documents thereby reveal their « symbolic », or semiotic nature, on which the principle of the internal determination ultimately depends. Being itself part of the world to which it refers, every "symbol" (or sign) can have a claim to validity only insofar as it entails perceivable effects of some sort. To put it in slightly with the "pragmatic maxim" Peirce set forth in the 1877 essay on the How to Make Our Ideas Clear -a text Wind referred to both in the 1934 preface to his book and in another paper from the same year. 87 More importantly, however, it is the very notion of embodiment that stems from Peirce. The term recurs many times in Peirce's papers. In its most technical occurrences, it indicates the relation that holds among the three fundamental metaphysical categories. The thirdness-related elements of reality can be such only as long as they are embodied, that is they govern material realities; otherwise, they deteriorate into pure abstraction. In particular, it is the nature of thought that Peirce described through the notion of embodiment: "Thought has no being except in so far as it will be embodied, and the embodiment of thought is a sign." 88 "By thought is meant something like the meaning of a word, which may be 'embodied in,' that is, may govern, this or that, but is not confined to any existent." 89 
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The theory of Verkörperung has important repercussions for Wind's more general views on man's symbolic activities. A political action, an ethical demand or a law are merely "utopische Gedanken" if they fail to prove translatable into the realm of praxis. More importantly, artistic conceptions can become works of art only if they can be channelled into a grammar of artistic expression, and thus tested in their actual liability to be embodied or realized.
90
In the same vein, Wind's theory of the symbol underpins what should be regarded as the ultimate theoretical justification of his iconological method: I mean the polemic, which we have already come across in both Peirce and Panofsky, against a clear separation between "pure vision" on one side and "pure thinking" on the other. The issue runs through Wind's whole oeuvre, from his doctoral thesis up to Art and Anarchy. In the 1931 essay on Warburg, it is employed to criticize the tendency (in Wölfflin, Riegl) to draw parallels among artistic genres without granting the right centrality to the "hantierender Mensch."
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But the overall intellectual urgency that lies behind the issue is that of fighting against what Wind, paraphrasing Plato, called "the fear of knowledge."
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Far from being irrelevant to our appreciation of works of art, scholarship and historical learning are able to enhance it. The theory of Verkörperung leaves no room for sharp boundaries between intuition and concept, image and word, seeing and thinking. Similar, in this respect, to the instrument of the scientist, the figurative artwork always embodies an intellectual dimension from which it cannot be detached.
55 On the other side of the same coin is Wind's polemic against the diverse spectrum of thinkers who tend to conceive of philosophy as the activity of unbounded or disembodied intellects, detached from vérités de fait and from the historicity of the concepts with which they work, or those who uphold intuitionist accounts of cognition which set men apart from the finite and conditioned nature of their epistemic practices. It is in such a context that we find the citation to which Panofksy's encounter with Peirce should be traced back. Let me quote from the 1936 paper on Some Points of Contacts Between History and Natural Science:
Whatever objections may be made to the current psychology of the unconscious, it is undeniable that men do not know themselves by immediate intuition and that they live and express themselves on several levels. Hence, the interpretation of historical documents requires a far more complex psychology than Dilthey's doctrine of immediate experience with its direct appeal to a state of feeling. Peirce wrote in a draft of a psychology of the development of ideas: "it is the belief men betray, and not that which they parade, which has to be studied." 93 56 We reach here the very birthplace of Panofsky's acquaintance with Peirce, from which virtually all the elements I have been gathering in these pages unfold. In order precisely to locate it in time, it is essential to bear in mind that as early as 1930 Wind probably read the original German version of the text as Probevorlesung for his Habilitation (which Panofsky no doubt attended).
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A glance at the differences between the two versions yields some unexpected results. The original version pushes the criticism of Dilthey farther than the subsequent translation by tightly linking the quote from Peirce to an exposition of Warburg's ideas. Still more significantly, some subsequently abandoned hints make clear that Wind did not have only Freud in mind when he spoke about the "psychology of the unconscious." 95 On the contrary, he was interested in revitalizing a number of reflections on the unconscious which are much older than Freud, and which at times diverge from his views. Although Wind did not linger over this point, thanks to contributions as diverse as his retrieval of Duns Scotus and his experiments on the Unterschiedsschwelle, 96 Peirce holds an outstanding place among these studies. An appraisal of his influence on Wind or Panofksy may thus also have the beneficial sideeffect of rendering more nuanced the parallels between psychoanalysis and iconology that have been looming large over the last years. 
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Still more important, however, is a subsequent text, which Wind wrote with an eye to briefly sketching the methodological hallmarks of iconology, and which ends with a renowned Peircean sentence (though today's readers are more likely to associate it with Wittgenstein):
To convey this experience [i.e., mutually to shed light on images and text], a method of demonstration is required which is radically different from mathematical proofs. In the place of a linear logic, in which each proposition has its well-defined antecedents by which it is linked to a well-defined set of premises, we must aim for a configurational logic by which contingent arguments are interlocked. In the words of Charles Peirce, it is essential to this form of study that our reasoning "should not form a chain which is no stronger than its weakest link, but a cable whose fibres may be ever so slender, provided they are sufficiently numerous and intimately connected." have once embarked on the enterprise, which "needs the qualities of age and does not call upon the powers of youth. A great range of reading is necessary; for it is the belief men betray , and not that which they parade which has to be studied." 99 59 The key-term here is, of course, belief. As I have already recalled, the pragmatic maxim can be rephrased by saying that the purport of a belief is tantamount to the sum total of possible actions which it would elicit under every conceivable circumstance. This principle dovetails with Peirce's semiotics, which asserts that a sign can be such only if it is part of a chain of other signs that interpret or reproduce it. There is a "general rule" which, though it cannot be exhausted by any of these individual "interpretants," governs (is "embodied in") the process of their production. 60 In the case of human agency and thought, a role analogous to this general rule is played precisely by the belief-habit. If one puts together these two prongs of Peirce's pragmatism, it follows that all actions, or products thereof, which fulfill some sort of semiotic function (from signs of greeting to figurative artifacts) do not merely stand for their primary or intended meaning, whatever it be. They are at the same time the interpretants of beliefs that, like the eye's blind spot, may be opaque to the subject's autoanalysis. Human actions and products embody or betray the meaning of such beliefs. It is thus significant that one of those "proto-iconological" observations that can be found in the Lowell Lectures of 1892 reads: "[The Greeks'] ruling intellectual passion was a passion for unity.
[…] Their architecture, their decoration, their sculpture, the construction of their dramas, and of their prose writings equally betray this passion for unity."
The accent on the unwitting dimension of habit-governed behavior calls attention to a point of contact with thinkers such as Wittgenstein, Bourdieu or Michael Polanyi. "We know more than we can tell"; the "rules" that govern human conduct can never be made wholly explicit. They constitute a different way of knowing -a practical one; or what we "attend from" as opposed to what we "attend to," in the Polanyi's terminology.
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The simpler illustration of this implicit or habitual knowing is what we have already encountered as the main guiding thread of this study: perceptual activity as necessarily guided by unwitting abductive inferential habits. On this level, the properly bodily roots of habits emerge; and even though Peirce is far from clear or univocal as other authors on the role of the body in shaping human cognition, his semiotic understanding of the habit does offer a link between those two meanings of "embodiment" -a stricter and a more metaphorical one -that many authors, among them Edgar Wind, regard as belonging together.
62 At the same time, Peirce's account of perception also plays an important role in his vindication of pragmatism. Precisely the symbolische Prägnanz of perception (to borrow Cassirer's expression) 102 makes available the rationality or legality embedded in the material world. Indeed, it is this rational dimension (laws of nature, to begin with), and not brute materiality, which is most real, and to which our cognition primarily attendssomewhat akin to the way, on a different scale, "we can repeat the sense of a conversation but not the words uttered."
Peirce also called pragmatism "the logic of abduction": it is via abductive processes that the world of material existence immediately surrounding us acquires its rational and understandable nature. From this angle, his account of reasoning reveals indeed its vicinity to those broadly coeval thinkers who, sensitive to the cognitive value of the particular, as well as to the unwitting, tacit and mediating dimension of human agency, were on the lookout for a more flexible, craft-made, and less strictly analytical notion of rationality: more akin to the model of medicine than to mathematics. 104 64 One such thinker is Erwin Panofsky. His references to the "irrational," "empathic," "subjective," "interpretative," "synthetic," "intuitive," "diagnostic character of iconological analysis 105 are all half-successful attempts to come to grips with the epistemological challenges lurking within his own method. Karl Mannheim's more rigorous notion of Dokumentsinn, which Panofsky drew upon so heavily, belongs to the same context. In both cases, these thinkers draw attention not so much to the abductive process carried out by the subject, but rather to the complementary one which the beholder, or interlocutor, has to perform in order to pass from the concrete particular to the general interpretant that governs it. As in every instance of communication, which always presupposes a duality, two different subjectivities or conceptual horizons confront each other and interact here. The hermeneutic circularities that Wind and Panofsky detect in every kind of inquiry (and which Peirce, similarly though less explicitly, touches upon in his account of abduction) more decisively leap to the foreground. 11. Joas 1992 has been a fundamental inspiration for this study. I am aware that arguing for the existence of such a link between pragmatism and Bourdieu's sociology may sound problematic to readers acquainted with the critique Luc Boltanski addressed to his former teacher, from a standpoint he explicitly relates to American pragmatism. Of course, the topic goes beyond the scope of this article, and I plan on dealing with it more thoroughly in the future; but let me just say that what is normally referred to as "pragmatism" is vague and heterogeneous enough to accommodate the apparent contradiction. (I thank Séverine Marguin for having first alerted me to this problem.) 12. Kant (1905: 255-6) . See Schapiro 1999.
13. I am relying here and elsewhere on Frankl (1960, see 487-8, 591-2 and passim) . See also Gombrich (1969, especially 28 ). Wölfflin's words (1888: 62) are particularly revealing: once the need for a bridge between art and the "Inhalt der Zeit" is assumed on a general level, he says, "welches soll der Weg sein, der von der Zelle des scholastischen Philosophen in die Bauhütte des Architekten führt?" 14. Frankl (1960: 228) . See also Dynes 1973. From this angle, Kant's observation appears as the continuation of the tendency, already well established, to explore the parallels among different "Gothic" phenomena.
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